IRELAND VINAYAKA TEMPLE
Dublin, Ireland
(Charity No: CHY16032)

Privacy Policy and Statement & Disclaimer
Ireland Vinayaka Temple (IVT) (Registered Charity number - CHY16032), place of registration: Dublin, Ireland), Registered office:
Ireland Vinayaka Temple, 22 Northumberland Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4, is committed to protecting the privacy of its users,
devotees, supporters and donors. IVT is aware that as a user of this website you care about the security and privacy of your
information.
Privacy Policy & Statement
IVT value and respect all supporters, devotees, donors and other organisations seeking to invest time, financial and non-financial
resources to IVTs cause to support the noble activity of serving Lord Vinayaka and its goal to build a Hindu temple in Ireland. Every
effort has been made to ensure that the information on this site is correct and up to date. IVT, however, does not provide any
guarantee as to the completeness or accuracy of the information.
IVT respects your right to privacy and endeavour at all times to comply with its obligations under the Data Protection Acts 1988 and
2003. The purpose of this Privacy Policy and Statement is to outline how IVT deals with any personal and sensitive data you may
provide to IVT while visiting this website, in person in the temple or through electronic means. If the terms of this Privacy Policy and
Statement are not acceptable to you, you should not use this website or provide any personal/sensitive information to IVT by any
means.
By visiting this website, you hereby accept the terms of this Website Privacy Policy and Statement. Any external websites are clearly
identifiable as such, and IVT is not responsible for the content or the privacy policies of these other websites. IVT does not accept
any liability for damages resulting from the access or use of this website or its contents or any sites to which the site provides
hyperlinks ("links").
Personal & Sensitive information
The personal and sensitive information received will be disclosed to the authorised third parties as may be necessary in order to
process your request on temple rituals or processing donations or processing temple registrations for notification of temple activities.
Updating,verifying & Deleting Personal Data
You may inform us of any changes in your personal data, and in accordance with the obligations under the Data Protection Acts
1988 and 2003 IVT will update or delete your personal data as per your request. If you would like to obtain your personal data held
by IVT , please write to Ireland Vinayaka Temple, 22 Northumberland Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4. To ensure the accuracy of
personal records maintained by IVT, IVT advises its users to notify IVT of any changes to their personal details.
Under the Data Protection Act 1988 and 2003, it is your right to decide how your details are used. If you do not wish IVT to use your
details in any way, please write to Ireland Vinayaka Temple, 22 Northumberland Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4.

Cookies
IVT website uses "cookie" technology. A cookie is a piece of text stored by the browser on your computer, at the request of hosted
server. IVT website use cookies to remember your viewing preferences if you select to view this website using the ‘Text only
version’. This cookie remembers your personal preference as you browse from page to page, and also on your return to the website
after closing your browser. Cookies are used to manage authenticated access to the site by authorised users to protected areas of
the website. You are always free to decline IVT website cookies, if your browser permits, or to ask your browser to indicate when a
cookie is being sent. You can also delete cookie files from your computer at your discretion. Please note that if you decline IVT
website cookies or ask for notification each time a cookie is being sent, this may affect your ease of use of IVT website. The cookies
may also help IVT understand more about IVT website usage by users and improve IVT services.

IRELAND VINAYAKA TEMPLE
Dublin, Ireland
(Charity No: CHY16032)
You are always free to decline the cookies. To decline the cookies, you need to modify your web browser settings to refuse cookies
or setup your browser to notify you when you receive new cookies. Please note by declining cookies you might observe difficulties
while making any financial transactions through online payment processing systems.

Disclaimer
IVT shall not accept any liability for loss, damage, claims, demands, causes of action, expenses, including without limitation to,
reasonable legal fees and costs of proceedings arising out of or in connection with the use and/or dissemination of personal
information
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IVT shall not accept any liability for statements issued pertaining to this website which clearly represent the sender's own views and
are not made on behalf of IVT.

Security
IVT endeavours to ensure the highest level of security on the sensitive information collected in this website. You should note
however, that internet transmissions are never completely private or secure. You accept that any information or message you send
to the site may be intercepted or read by others. You hereby acknowledge and accept that IVT has no responsibility and shall
accept no liability whatsoever for loss, injury or damage occasioned by the interception by third parties of your transmissions, or the
disclosure of information including but not limited to the sensitive information by any party with whom you transact, nor do we offer
any guarantees, warranties or indemnities as to the security or otherwise of any information which you give to IVT.

Queries

If you have any queries or questions about this privacy policy and privacy statement and/or your personal/sensitive data please write
to Ireland Vinayaka Temple, 22 Northumberland Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4.

Updates

This statement is subject to change and any such changes to IVTs privacy statement will be posted on this page.

